Pervasive remagnetization of detrital zircon host rocks in the Jack Hills, Western Australia and implications for records of the early geodynamo
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A B S T R A C T

It currently is unknown when Earth’s dynamo magnetic field originated. Paleomagnetic studies indicate that a field with an intensity similar to that of the present day existed 3.5 billion years ago (Ga). Detrital zircon crystals found in the Jack Hills of Western Australia are some of the very few samples known to substantially predate this time. With crystallization ages ranging from 3.0–4.38 Ga, these zircons might preserve a record of the missing first billion years of Earth’s magnetic field history. However, a key unknown is the age and origin of magnetization in the Jack Hills zircons. The identification of >3.9 Ga (i.e., Hadean) field records requires first establishing that the zircons have avoided remagnetization since being deposited in quartz-rich conglomerates at 2.65–3.05 Ga. To address this issue, we have conducted paleomagnetic conglomerate, baked contact, and fold tests in combination with U–Pb geochronology to establish the timing of the metamorphic and alteration events and the peak temperatures experienced by the zircon host rocks. These tests include the first conglomerate test directly on the Hadean-zircon bearing conglomerate at Erawandoo Hill. Although we observed little evidence for remagnetization by recent lightning strikes, we found that the Hadean zircon-bearing rocks and surrounding region have been pervasively remagnetized, with the final major overprinting likely due to thermal and/or aqueous effects from the emplacement of the Warakurna large igneous province at ~1070 million years ago (Ma). Although localized regions of the Jack Hills might have escaped complete remagnetization, there currently is no robust evidence for pre-depositional (>3.0 Ga) magnetization in the Jack Hills detrital zircons.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. The early geodynamo and the Jack Hills

The oldest known unmetamorphosed rocks indicate the existence of an active dynamo magnetic field with intensity 50–70% of the present day at 3.450 Ga (Biggin et al., 2011; Tarduno et al., 2010). Due to the lack of older low metamorphic grade rocks, the existence and intensity of the geodynamo during the first ~1 billion years of Earth history—the Hadean eon (>4.0 Ga) and subsequent Eoarchean era (3.6–4.0 Ga)—remain unknown. The early history of the field has important implications for planetary thermal evolution, the physics of dynamo generation, and the oxidation state of the atmosphere (Gomi et al., 2013; Gubbins et al., 2004; Lammer et al., 2008; Nimmo et al., 2004; Tarduno et al., 2014; Ziegler and Stegman, 2013).

The only materials of which we are aware that could possibly retain paleomagnetic records substantially predating 3.5 Ga are detrital zircon crystals found in upper greenschist facies metacon-
glomerates from Erawandoo Hill in the Jack Hills of Western Australia (Holden et al., 2009). With U–Pb crystallization ages ranging from 3.05–4.38 Ga, these zircons are the oldest known Earthly materials. Ferromagnetic inclusions in these zircons have the potential to yield the oldest known records of the geomagnetic field.

The pebble metaconglomerates containing >4 Ga old zircons were deposited at 2.65–3.05 Ga (Rasmussen et al., 2010) and have been subsequently metamorphosed and heavily weathered (Spaggiari, 2007; Spaggiari et al., 2007). A key difficulty with establishing the age of the zircons’ magnetization is that these post-depositional processes as well as analogous processes occurring after the zircons formed but prior to deposition in the final 2.65–3.05 metaconglomerate, could have completely remagnetized their inclusions without disturbing the zircons’ U–Pb systems (Mezger and Kroghad, 1997). Laboratory diffusion experiments indicate that a 1 billion year-thermal event at ~750°C, which exceeds the Curie points of common ferromagnetic minerals (<675°C), will produce just 1% Pb loss from a 100 μm radius non-metamict zircon (Cherniak and Watson, 2000). Therefore, a zircon’s magnetization could be far younger than its crystallization age or even disturbance ages inferred from U–Pb discordance. Furthermore, even if could be established that the zircons have not been thermally remagnetized, they still might not retain an ancient magnetization if their ferromagnetic inclusions are secondary (Rasmussen et al., 2013).

A first step toward constraining the age of magnetization in the zircon grains is to establish whether their host conglomerates have been remagnetized since their deposition at 2.65–3.05 Ga. If the rocks have been thermally remagnetized to temperatures exceeding the Curie point of ferromagnetic inclusions in the zircons, this would require that the inclusions themselves were also completely remagnetized by the same event. Alternatively, if the host rocks have been primarily aqueously rather than thermally remagnetized, ancient magnetization might still be retained within primary ferromagnetic inclusions armored against penetrative fluid flow by the surrounding host zircon. Nevertheless, even this favorable case would still leave unknown whether the zircons were remagnetized following their crystallization but before deposition.

The most direct methods for establishing whether rocks retain ancient magnetization are paleomagnetic field tests (Graham, 1949). The basis of the fold test (McElhinny, 1964) is that magnetization that predates (postdates) folding will be less (more) directionally scattered in bedding-corrected coordinates. Similarly, in the baked contact test (Buchan, 2007), country rocks located outside the remagnetization aureole of a younger igneous intrusion and that have magnetization predating (postdating) the intrusion will be magnetized in a different direction from (similar direction to) that of the intrusion. In the conglomerate test, magnetization in clasts of a conglomerate that predates (postdates) deposition of the conglomerates will be collectively randomly (non-randomly) oriented (Watson, 1956). A robust conglomerate test will also demonstrate that the magnetization within individual clasts is consistently oriented in order to exclude the possibility that random clast magnetization directions resulted from fine-scale heterogeneous remagnetization of the conglomerate after deposition.

Recently, Tarduno and Cottrell (2013) reported a paleomagnetic conglomerate test on a quartz-cobble metaconglomerate from the Jack Hills. They identified a high-temperature magnetization component in 27 cobbles that thermally demagnetized from ~540°C and 580°C and was randomly oriented to ~95% confidence. They proposed that this positive conglomerate test indicates that the host rocks had not been thermally remagnetized to >540°C since their deposition. However, this conglomerate test has several limitations, the most important of which are:

(i) The test was conducted 0.6 km from Erawandoo Hill, with the intervening stratigraphy obscured by cover and containing bedding-parallel faults and shear zones (Spaggiari, 2007; Spaggiari et al., 2007). Therefore, the thermal history of the cobbles might differ greatly from that of the >4.0 Ga zircon-bearing Erawandoo Hill conglomerate.

(ii) The abundance of zircons with ~1700 Ma ages [with one grain as young as 1220 Ma (Grange et al., 2010)] in similar, nearby cobbles means that the conglomerate test may only constrain remagnetization events following as much as 1400 million years after the deposition of the Erawandoo Hill Hadean-zircon bearing conglomerate and after many of the major metamorphic events known to have affected the region.

(iii) For most samples, no overprinting magnetization was identified with a direction unambiguously corresponding to known metamorphic events as indicated by Australia’s polar wander path. Such overprint are expected if the cobbles are as old as the 2.65–3.0 Ga Erawandoo Hill conglomerate and have the capability of retaining stable magnetization.

More importantly, this single conglomerate test also leaves the many other rich opportunities for constraining the zircon’s magnetization age—fold tests, baked contact tests, and conglomerate tests on other lithologies—unexplored. With this motivation, we conducted two trips to the Jack Hills in 2001 and 2012 to acquire samples for paleomagnetic conglomerate, baked contact, and fold tests and geochronometry that address these limitations. Our goal was to establish the intensity and timing of metamorphic and alteration events to constrain the remagnetization processes experienced by the zircons’ host rocks directly at Erawandoo Hill and the surrounding region. Here we report the results of paleomagnetic and radioisotopic analyses of these samples and their implications for the preservation of ancient paleomagnetic records in the Jack Hills zircons.

2. Geology of the Jack Hills

The host rocks of the ancient detrital zircons in the Jack Hills are part of an apparently ~2 km thick sedimentary succession in fault contact with the surrounding granites and granitic gneisses of the Archaean Narryer Terrane (Maas et al., 1992; Spaggiari, 2007; Wilde, 2010) (Fig. 1). The supracrustal rocks are steeply dipping, recumbently folded and thought to pinch out at depth in contact with underlying granite. There are four main sedimentary associations: (1) Archaean chert and banded iron formation along the northern and southern margins of the belt, (2) Archaean pelitic schists, (3) mature Archaean clastic sandstones, quartzites, and conglomerates that include the 2.65–3.05 Ga Hadean detrital zircon host rocks, and (4) Proterozoic quartz-rich rocks (Eriksson and Wilde, 2010; Spaggiari et al., 2007; Wilde and Pidgeon, 1990). The contacts between and within these four associations are often shear zones and/or are obscured by cover. The Hadean detrital zircons have been found almost exclusively within ~1 km of Erawandoo Hill, mainly in a metaconglomerate containing metamorphically elongated and flattened, cm-sized quartzitic pebbles set in a sandy matrix (Spaggiari, 2007; Spaggiari et al., 2007).

Because the 2.65–3.05 Ga depositional age of the Hadean zircon-bearing sediments postdates the surrounding ~3.10–3.73 Ga gneisses and porphyritic granitoid rocks (Pidgeon and Wilde, 1998; Spaggiari et al., 2008), the detrital zircon host rocks largely avoided high-grade metamorphism associated with these intrusions. The zircon host rocks nevertheless experienced multiple episodes of thermal metamorphism and aqueous alteration. In particular, quartz–biotite–chloritoid assemblages in siliciclastic rocks indicate upper greenschist facies metamorphism, while grunerite in surrounding banded iron formation and calcic plagioclase–hornblende
assemblages in mafic schists indicate at least localized amphibolite facies metamorphism (Spaggiari, 2007; Spaggiari et al., 2007; Wilde and Pidgeon, 1990). Monazite-xenotime and Ti-in-quartz thermometry suggest that the Erawandoo Hill conglomerates reached ∼346–487°C (Rasmussen et al., 2010). As described in the Supplemental Materials (SM), there were at least four major thermal and deformational events that likely affected the zircon host rocks: (i) thermal metamorphism at 2654 Ma due to monzogranite intrusions linked to the assembly of the Yilgarn craton; (ii) thermal disturbances associated with the 1960–2005 Ma Glenburgh orogeny; (iii) thermal disturbances and large-scale shearing associated with the Capricorn orogeny at 1780–1830 Ma; and (iv) emplacement of the Marnda Moorn and Warakurna large igneous provinces (LIPs) at ∼1210 and ∼1070 Ma, respectively.

We conducted three baked contact tests associated with a dolerite dyke intruding quartzitic rocks and pebble conglomerate, two fold tests associated with folds within quartzitic rocks, three conglomerate tests associated with the Erawandoo Hill Hadean zircon-bearing pebble conglomerates, and three conglomerate tests associated with cobble conglomerates of similar lithology and in close proximity to those studied by Tarduno and Cottrell (2013). We also sampled lithologies distributed throughout the central Jack Hills, including a 2654 Ma monzogranite intruding the supracrustal rocks, to establish the larger spatial scale of remagnetization from both the dolerite and the monzogranite intrusions. Our sample localities are shown in Fig. 1.

3. Rock magnetism and petrography

3.1. Overview

We characterized the ferromagnetic mineralogy and magnetic properties of the Jack Hills rocks to establish their fidelity for recording remagnetization events and to constrain their alteration history. We conducted rock magnetic analyses of chips and powders and optical and electron microscopy of polished 30 μm thin sections from samples of the major lithologies subjected to paleomagnetic analyses.

3.2. Thermal demagnetization of three-axis isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM)

To determine peak unblocking temperature as a function of coercivity, twenty samples were each given a three-component IRM and progressively thermally demagnetized. The composite IRM was produced by exposure to 4 T along the sample z-axis followed by 0.36 T and then 0.12 T along the x- and y-axes, respectively. Given the peak coercivities for common ferromagnetic minerals (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997), z-axis magnetization should be carried by hematite (Néel temperature ∼675°C), goethite (Néel temperature of ∼50–120°C), and pyrrhotite (Néel temperature ∼320°C), x-axis magnetization should dominantly reflect pyrrhotite and magnetite, and y-axis magnetization should reflect pyrrhotite, magnetite and titanomagnetite (Dekkers, 1989; Lowrie, 1990; Özdemir and Dunlop, 1996). Moment measurements were acquired with a 2G En-
We also conducted low temperature cycling experiments on both fresh cobble samples as well as those previously subjected to the high temperature susceptibility measurements. The loss of remanence across the low temperature Besnus (~35 K) and Verwey (~120 K) transitions (Fig. 3E and SM) indicates the presence of pyrrhotite along with some magnetite. These data also confirm that magnetite was produced during the high-temperature susceptibility measurements and also show that pyrrhotite was destroyed during the susceptibility measurements (see Fig. 3E and F and SM).

Our room temperature hysteresis and back field remanence measurements (Fig. S3 and SM text) show that the mean ferromagnetic grain size for all analyzed samples except for the monzogranites is pseudo single domain, with the monzogranites likely containing a mixture of multidomain and single domain magnetite and hematite plus goethite, respectively.

3.4. Optical and electron microscopy

We conducted optical microscopy, backscattered electron microscopy (BSEM), electron dispersive spectroscopy, and wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (WDS) to constrain the composition, grain size, textural relationship, and origin of the ferromagnetic minerals. We found that the Erawandoo Hill conglomerate matrix contains abundant secondary hematite and the Erawandoo conglomerate and cobble conglomerate clasts contain predominantly iron sulfides and relatively few iron oxide grains (Fig. 4). WDS demonstrates that these sulfides are ferromagnetic monoclinic pyrrhotite and the nonmagnetic minerals pyrite, pentlandite and chalcopyrite (Fig. 4). Iron oxides in the Erawandoo Hill conglomerate are mainly in the form of FeOOH (including goethite) and hematite, whereas the cobble conglomerates contained hematite and magnetite grains.

3.5. Summary of ferromagnetic mineralogy

Collectively, our data show that the ferromagnetic minerals in the monzogranite and dolerite are dominantly iron oxides (mainly magnetite and goethite, with a secondary contribution from hematite), quartz clasts in the pebble and cobble conglomerates contain dominantly pyrrhotite with a secondary contribution from goethite and hematite and minor magnetite, and the quartzites and conglomerate matrices contain dominantly

The results (Figs. 2 and S2) show that the monzogranite contains predominantly magnetite and goethite with some of hematite, while the dolerite contains mostly magnetite with a small quantity of pyrrhotite and hematite. Quartzitic rocks from the fold test sites contain hematite and goethite (at site D197) and pyrrhotite, goethite, and lesser magnetite (at site D102). Erawandoo Hill conglomerate pebble clasts contain almost exclusively pyrrhotite, the Erawandoo matrix contains additional hematite, and cobble clasts from the cobble conglomerate contain dominantly pyrrhotite with lesser hematite and goethite and minor quantities of magnetite.

3.3. Other rock magnetic experiments

We measured temperature-dependent susceptibility of cobbles from ~25–700°C in both air and Ar (Fig. 3). When heating in air, most cobbles heated in air showed weak susceptibility signals (Fig. 3C, F and S1B), with a single exception that exhibited a susceptibility peak indicating the generation magnetite (Fig. 3A), possibly from sulfide alteration. Heating in Ar above ~400°C led to the generation magnetite (Figs. 3B, D, E, G, S1D) presumably due to reduction of hematite or other oxidized phases. There is no evidence for pyrrhotite in any of our susceptibility data.

The results (Figs. 2 and S2) show that the monzogranite contains predominantly magnetite and goethite with some of hematite, while the dolerite contains mostly magnetite with a small quantity of pyrrhotite and hematite. Quartzitic rocks from the fold test sites contain hematite and goethite (at site D197) and pyrrhotite, goethite, and lesser magnetite (at site D102). Erawandoo Hill conglomerate pebble clasts contain almost exclusively pyrrhotite, the Erawandoo matrix contains additional hematite, and cobble clasts from the cobble conglomerate contain dominantly pyrrhotite with lesser hematite and goethite and minor quantities of magnetite.
Fig. 3. High temperature susceptibility (A–G) and low temperature cycling of room temperature saturation IRM measurements (H, I) on Jack Hills cobbles. (A) D112l.3 cycled in air up to 702 °C. (B) D112l.3 cycled in Ar cycled up to 702 °C. (C) W025f cycled in air first to 361 °C and then to 656 °C. (D) W025f cycled in Ar up to 355 °C. (E) W025f cycled in Ar up to 705 °C. Prior to these measurements, sample had been previously heated in Ar up to 705 °C (see Fig. S1D). (F) W026 cycled in air up to 701 °C. (G) W026 cycled in Ar up to 701 °C. (H) D112l unheated. (I) D112l previously subjected to temperature-dependent susceptibility analyses in air and Ar [see (B)]. See Fig. S1 for more examples of high-temperature susceptibility data.

hematite, goethite, and pyrrhotite. Our observations of the cobble conglomerate mineralogy differ from those of Tarduno and Cottrell (2013), who inferred from high-temperature susceptibility data that their cobbles contain dominantly magnetite. Our data demonstrate that such measurements can obscure the presence of pyrrhotite and overemphasize the presence of magnetite due to destruction of sulfides and the production of iron oxides during the heating experiment.

4. Paleomagnetism and geochronology

4.1. Overview

In the field, we sampled oriented blocks using magnetic and sun compasses. Later at MIT, we drilled 25 mm-diameter cores (for all samples but most cobble conglomerates and the Erawan-doo Hill pebble conglomerates), 12-mm diameter cores (from most of the cobble conglomerates), and microsampled mm-scale chips using a low-speed saw and hand drill (from the Erawan-doo Hill pebble conglomerate). We named our samples after the field site at which they were acquired, followed by a letter and/or number for sites yielding multiple samples. To assess reproducibility, we often analyzed multiple subsamples from each of these samples; the names of these subsamples have a suffix consisting of a period followed by the subsample number.

We subjected most samples to stepwise alternating field (AF) demagnetization up to 10 mT. We then thermally demagnetized all subsamples up to peak temperatures ranging up to 680 °C and measured their moments with a 2G Enterprises SRM 755 equipped with an automatic sample handling system (Kirschvink et al., 2008) in the MIT Paleomagnetism Laboratory (demagneti-
Fig. 4. Electron microscopy of Jack Hills conglomerate clasts. (A) BSEM images of iron sulfides in quartz clasts from the Erawandoo Hill pebble conglomerate. (B) BSEM images of pyrrhotite and magnetite in quartz cobbles sample W025k.5. (C) WDS compositional analyses of sulfides in Erawandoo pebble conglomerate and W025k cobbles. The observed ratios of Fe, S, and Cu indicate the presence of monoclinc pyrrhotite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite. Inset shows magnification around pyrrhotite composition; for clarity, measurements shown from only W025k.5.

Fig. 5. (A) Geographic extent of the Warakurna LIP in west Australia, including its major mafic sill and dyke intrusions and their published sensitive high-resolution ion microprobe (SHRIMP) U-Pb dates (2σ uncertainties) from Wingate et al. (2004). BSG = Western Bangemall Supergroup sill: 1071 ± 8 Ma, 1067 ± 14 Ma and 1068 ± 22 Ma; GC = Giles Complex: 1073 ± 5 Ma and 1058 ± 14 Ma; GD = Glenayle Dolerite: 1063 ± 21 Ma and 1068 ± 20 Ma; NWY = Northwest Yilgarn dykes: 1075 ± 10 Ma. Star denotes location of Jack Hills. See Wingate et al. (2004) for U-Pb isotopic age uncertainties, methods, and references. (B) Date distribution plot for the analyzed zircons from dolerite dyke adjacent to Erawandoo Hill in the Jack Hills. Vertical axis is measured 207Pb/206Pb date; bar heights represent 2σ analytical uncertainty of individual analyses. Shaded horizontal bands and their width signify uncertainty in the weighted mean date at 1σ and 2σ levels. MSWD is mean square of weighted deviates. See SM for detailed U-Pb data and interpretation.

zation data are provided in the SM). Natural remanent magnetization (NRM) components were estimated using principal component analysis (Kirschvink, 1980) (Table S2).

AF demagnetization sometimes isolated low coercivity (LC) components. Subsequent thermal demagnetization often isolated additional components at low temperatures (LT), sometimes followed by origin-trending high temperature (HT) components. Occasionally, samples contained one or two additional medium temperature (MT) components, while many samples (particularly the cobbles) contained no coherent origin-trending HT component. Unless noted otherwise, magnetization directions are reported in geographic (i.e., in situ) coordinates rather than bedding-corrected coordinates. See SM for more details about how components were named and identified.

We note that only six samples (monzogranite sample D189, quartzite samples BC5 and BCB9, and three cobbles from sites W025 and W026) showed compelling evidence for lightning remagnetization, as indicated by anomalously high magnetizations (typically two orders of magnitude greater than surrounding rocks of similar lithology), single-component linear demagnetization trends, and anomalous magnetization directions. One of these parent sites (W025) also showed evidence for a lightning strike anomaly as indicated by deflection of a magnetic compass needle.

4.2. Dolerite baked contact tests

A west-northwest trending dolerite dyke crosscuts interbedded conglomerate, quartzite, and siltstone about 200 m northeast of Erawandoo Hill (Fig. 1 inset). The exposed portion of the dyke is ~250 m long and has a half-width, \( r_{dyke} \), of ~5 m. It exhibits no evidence of deformation and cuts across fold structures and Proterozoic sedimentary rocks. The dyke previously has been correlated with the ~1070 Ma Warakurna LIP (Spaggiari, 2007; Spaggiari et al., 2007), an extensive series of intrusions, dykes, and volcanic rocks in central and Western Australia (Wingate et al., 2004) (Fig. 5A). Our U-Pb isotope dilution thermal ionization mass spectrometry zircon weighted mean \( 207_{\text{Pb}}/206_{\text{Pb}} \) date of 1078.4 ± 3.4/4.4/6.6 Ma from the dolerite (Fig. 5B and SM) confirms the dyke’s association with the Warakurna LIP.

We conducted baked contact tests at three locations (sites BC, BCB, and D154) distributed along the strike of this and an adjacent dyke to establish the remagnetization history since 1078 Ma (Figs. 1 and 6A). At each site, samples were acquired of the
dyke and from quartzitic country rock at progressively larger distances from the dyke. Thermal diffusion calculations indicate that a basaltic sheet dyke should heat intruded silicate country rock to \( \sim 530–580 \, ^\circ\text{C} \), \( \sim 350 \, ^\circ\text{C} \), and \( \sim 170 \, ^\circ\text{C} \) at distances of 1.2, 2, and 4 dyke radii from the dyke center assuming purely conductive heat transport [see Table 2 of Jaeger (1964)]. Therefore, given the peak unblocking temperatures observed for the country rocks (see below), if conductive heating by the dyke has been the only process that has remagnetized the country rock, we expect that samples at distances of \(< \sim 1.2r_{\text{dyke}}\), between \sim 1.2 and \sim 3r_{\text{dyke}}\), and \(> \sim 3r_{\text{dyke}}\) should lie in the fully remagnetized, partially remagnetized, and weakly baked zones.

We found that individual unweathered dyke samples from the three sites typically contained two but sometimes up to five NRM components (Fig. 6B–F). LT components are directionally clustered with a mean direction close to the present geomagnetic field (Figs. 6 and 56A). Nearly all samples contained a consistently-oriented, origin-trending HT component that unblocked between 100–440 \, ^\circ\text{C} \) and 530–580 \, ^\circ\text{C} \), sometimes with a small remanence (almost always \(<5\%\) of NRM) persisting above 580 \, ^\circ\text{C} .
unblocking temperature of the HT component along with our rock magnetic data (Section 3) indicate it is carried primarily by magnetite, with a small contribution from hematite. Because the HT directions carried by both minerals are similar, it is likely that the hematite was produced by oxidation of magnetite during or soon after emplacement. A small number of samples (i.e., BC01, Dols5.1 and Dols5.2) exhibited a weak reversed component above 540 °C that may be a self-reversal associated with martite [e.g., Swanson-Hysell et al. (2011)]. The dyke mean HT direction (declination 19.3°, inclination 47.5°, α95 = 10.1°, and estimated Fisher precision parameter k = 17.9) has a virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) located at latitude θ = 32.2° N and longitude ϕ = 137° E (95% confidence ellipse with semiaxes of dp = 8.5° and dm = 13.1°). Assuming a typical rock thermal diffusivity of D = 10−6 m²s⁻¹, the dyke should have required a time t ≈ r²dyke/D ≈ 1 yr to diffusively cool from the magnetite Curie point to ambient temperatures, meaning that its VGP should not average typical secular variation. Allowing for this, the pole is broadly similar to that of Warakurna LIP rocks (e.g., the Bangemall basin dolerite sills: θ = 33.8° N and longitude ϕ = 95.0° E, 95% confidence interval A95 = 8.3°; modified quality criterion AV value = 6 out of 6) (Wingate et al., 2004) (Fig. 6F).

Individual country rock samples near the dolerite at the three sites contained between one and three NRM components. Although the demagnetization trends are noisy for many samples, multiple subsamples from individual cores usually yield similar components (e.g., cores BCb4 and D154i). Most samples contained a LT component removed by 80–440°C depending on the sample. The LT components collectively are scattered but have a mean direction within error of the present geomagnetic field, suggesting a recent origin (Fig. S6B). Most samples contained an origin-trending HT component with maximum unblocking temperatures ranging from 225 to 580°C (and usually >500°C). The combined mean HT directions for each of the fully baked, partially baked and weakly baked zones for the three sites (Table S2) are essentially indistinguishable from the dolerite HT mean (Fig. 6F), indicating failed baked test results. The country rock, even at the maximum sampling distance of 7.8rdyke, is magnetized in the direction of the dyke. Because this is far beyond the expected conductive thermal remagnetization zone, it suggests that regional-scale thermal and/or chemical remagnetization affected the Erawandoo Hill as a result of the Warakurna LIP.

4.3. Monzogranite and quartzitic country rock

Further evidence for regional-scale remagnetization is provided by our analyses of monzogranite and country rock from 14 sites distal to the dyke. In particular, we analyzed the 2654 ± 7 Ma monzogranite intruding supracrustal rocks ~3 km to the west-southwest from Erawandoo Hill ("The Blob") (Wilde and Pidgeon, 1990) (D182–D189, Blob4, and Blob5) and quartzites and quartz pebble conglomerates (sites D192, D194, D195, and D196) located 0.8 to 2 km to the west of Erawandoo Hill (Fig. 1). Thermal diffusion calculations (Section 4.2) indicate that sites D194, D195, and D196, along with fold site D197 (see Section 4.4), should be within the partial to full thermal remagnetization zone of the monzogranite Blob and therefore constitute another large-scale baked contact test for remagnetization since 2654 Ma.

We found that most monzogranite samples contained an LT component removed by 80–290°C that is indistinguishable from that of the present geomagnetic field (Figs. 7 and S6C). This common direction and the abundance of goethite in some of these samples (Section 3) indicate that the LT component likely was produced by recent oxidative weathering. Nearly all samples also contained an HT component that unblocked from the end of the LT component up to a maximum temperature of nearly 580°C (Fig. 7).

The mean HT direction is indistinguishable from the Warakurna LIP local paleofield direction (Section 4.2).

We found that most quartzitic rocks also carried LT components that thermally demagnetized up to 80–360°C. Although collectively scattered, their mean is within error of the present geomagnetic field, consistent with a recent origin (Fig. S6). Sites D192, D194, D195, and D197 also contain an HT component (removed from the end of the LT component usually up to a maximum temperature of 290 to 360°C, but reaching 520°C for sample D194c) with a mean direction near the Warakurna LIP local paleofield direction (Figs. 7 and S6D).

4.4. Fold tests

We identified two meter-scale folds in metamorphosed quartz pebble conglomerates 0.7 km northeast (D102) and 2.0 km west (D197) of Erawandoo Hill (Figs. 1 and 8). At site D102, there is a southeast verging fault propagation fold with 10 cm scale parasitic folding superimposed on the meter-scale hinge zone. The fault bend is not deformed, but the entire structure is rotated with the bedding (074/82) such that the fold hinge line is near-vertical. At site D197, there is a southeast-verging kink band within beds with strike/dip = 234/62. The steeply-plunging fold axes within strongly sheared beds suggest that the meter-scale folding is older than the map-scale regional tilting of the meta conglomerates and sandstones. At a minimum, the cross-cutting relationship requires the meter-scale folding to be older than intrusion of the dolerite dyke. At both sites, oriented samples were collected from a variety of orientations around major and parasitic fold hinges.

We found that most samples from site D102 have scattered LT components that unblocked up to ~200–275°C with a mean direction close to the present geomagnetic field (Figs. 8 and S6E). Given this common direction and the abundance of goethite in these samples (Section 3), the LT components are likely of recent origin. All samples but D102c also contained an origin-trending HT component blocked up to 325–350°C. The HT directions are equally scattered in both situ (i.e., geographic) and bedding-tilt coordinates (ratio of estimated Fisher precision parameters with and without tilt correction ktilt/kgeo = 1.0). Therefore, the fold test at this site is inconclusive (does not pass at the 95% confidence interval).

We found that site D197 samples exhibited typically weak and scattered LT components that unblocked up to 100–300°C (Figs. 8 and S6F). All samples contained a dominant MT component that unblocked up to 325–350°C and many samples also contained a weak HT component that unblocked up to 640°C (Figs. 8 and S7). The MT components become more scattered after bedding tilt-correction (ktilt/kgeo = 0.46) and therefore fail the fold test. Furthermore, the MT directions in geographic coordinates are well-clustered and within error of the local mean Warakurna LIP paleofield direction (Section 4.3). The fold test for the HT directions is inconclusive (ktilt/kgeo = 1.4), such that it does not pass the fold test at the 95% confidence interval; given that the HT mean direction is within error of the present geomagnetic field direction and is carried by hematite [as required by its peak unblocking temperature and supported by our rock magnetic data (Section 3)], it probably originated during recent oxidative weathering.

4.5. Conglomerate tests

4.5.1. Erawandoo Hill pebble conglomerate

We conducted three paleomagnetic conglomerate tests on mm-diameter quartz clasts from three blocks sampled from three sites (EHJH5, EHJH6, and EHJH7) in the Erawandoo Hill Hadean zircon-bearing pebble conglomerate (Fig. 1). A total of 55 oriented clasts and 29 oriented bulk matrix samples were extracted from each
Fig. 7. Paleomagnetism of monzogranite and quartzite. Two-dimensional projection of the endpoint of the NRM vector during AF and thermal demagnetization in geographic coordinates for quartizitic samples D194c.3 (A) and D195a.1 (B) and monzogranite sample D187.3 (C). Closed and open symbols represent end points of magnetization projected onto north–east (N–E) and up–east (U–E) planes, respectively. Temperatures for selected thermal demagnetization steps are labeled. Also shown are LC (lightest arrows), LT (intermediate shaded arrows) and HT (dark arrows) components. (D, E) Equal area stereonet showing directions of HT components from the quartzite sites D192 (light grey), D194 (dark grey), and D195 (black) (D) and monzogranite sites D182–D188, Blob4 and Blob5 (E). Open and closed symbols represent upper and lower hemispheres. Stars, square and triangle with associated ellipses denote monzogranite and quartzite HT means, dolerite HT mean (Fig. 6F), and local paleomagnetic field direction for mean pole for Bangemall Supergroup sills (part of Warakurna LIP) (Wingate et al., 2002) with 95% confidence intervals, respectively.

block using nonmagnetic dental tools and saws. Seven of these clasts were further subdivided into a total of 21 subsamples to test whether the clast magnetization in the clasts is unidirectionally oriented. The samples were mounted on 25 mm diameter nonmagnetic GE 124 quartz disks using nonmagnetic adhesives.

We found that most samples have an LT component that thermally demagnetized by \( \sim 150–250 \) °C (Fig. 9). The LT components in EHJH5 have a mean direction within error of the present local geomagnetic field and therefore likely originated recently (Fig. S6G). Many samples also have an origin-trending HT component that unblocked from the end of the LT component up to 325–350 °C (and persisting up to at least 500 °C for one sample). Many other samples (particularly from EHJH6) never reached origin-trending trajectories due the acquisition of spurious remanence during demagnetization. The distribution of HT components that were inferred from EHJH6 extends asymmetrically toward the block’s mean LT direction, suggesting that the two components are carried by grains with overlapping blocking temperatures. This may also explain why the LT components from EHJH7 differ in direction and are within error of the HT direction for this block (Fig. S6H).

The stable HT components isolated from clast and matrix samples are dominantly unidirectionally oriented within each block. In particular, 30 clasts from EHJH5 and 10 clasts from EHJH6 are nonrandomly magnetized at \( \sim 99 \) % confidence (resultant vectors \( R = 28.2 \) and 6.9, respectively), while 2 clasts from EHJH7 are also highly clustered. This result indicates that the characteristic magnetization of all three blocks was acquired after deposition of the conglomerate at 3.0–2.65 Ga. The grand HT mean for the three blocks is indistinguishable from the local Warakurna LIP paleofield direction, suggesting remagnetization by this \( \sim 1070 \) Ma igneous event. Although the mean directions of the three blocks are distinct to \( \sim 95 \) % confidence from the Warakurna LIP direction, all subsamples from each block are from just several cm of stratigraphy (and so the block means are unlikely to completely average secular variation) and all share the same orientation of their parent block (and so are subject to systematic errors associated with orienting the parent block and deviation of the block’s orientation from that of the local mean bedding).

4.5.2. Cobble conglomerate

Conglomerates containing large (0.5–30 cm long) cobbles outcrop \( \sim 500 \) m northwest of Erawando Hill (Fig. 1). These cobbles are elongated and metamorphically flattened and composed mainly of quartz, chert and quartzite and are supported in a sandy matrix. We sampled 35 cobbles at 9 sites distributed 1.6 km along strike in the cobble beds (sites D107–D112, D192, W025, and W026), with the latter two sites located within \( \sim 37 \) m of the samples of Tarduno and Cottrell (2013). This yielded enough samples for three separate conglomerate tests: at sites D111, D112, and a
test combining adjacent sites W025 and W026. At each of these sites, the cobbles were sampled at most <5 m apart to ensure that they have similar depositional ages, metamorphic histories, and have not experienced within-site differential rotation [whereas the samples of Tarduno and Cottrell (2013) were acquired over a ≈200 m area]. Our samples generally are from the same lithologic population but are probably not from the very same beds as those sampled by Tarduno and Cottrell (2013). Detrital zircon dates (Grange et al., 2010) show these conglomerates were probably deposited after 1.7 Ga (and perhaps after 1.22 Ga).

At MIT, we drilled 13 mm or 25 mm diameter cores through the centers of each cobble. We then sliced the cobbles and acquired individual subsamples from near the center of each core and away from any apparent fractures and secondary alteration. For most cobbles, we obtained two subsamples to test for homogeneity of NRM. The samples from the 13 mm cores were mounted on 25 mm diameter nonmagnetic GE 124 quartz disks using double-sided tape. The disk mounts were regularly cleaned and their moments measured after each demagnetization step to ensure that their moments remained no more than 5% of those of the samples.

Unlike other Jack Hills samples analyzed in this study, the majority of cobbles exhibited highly unstable demagnetization behavior (Figs. 10 and S9). In most cases, the little modestly stable demagnetization behavior observed was in the form of LC (removed by <10 mT) and/or LT (unblocked by 100–275 °C) components that are collectively scattered (Figs. 10A and S6-I). After removal of this component, most cobbles exhibited large directional changes, often without decaying in moment or ever settling to an origin-trending direction. Furthermore, subsamples from these cobbles usually exhibited strikingly nonhomogeneous NRM directions and demagnetization trends (Fig. 10).

As a result, we identified origin-trending HT components from only 22 out of 61 subsamples (15 out of 35 cobbles). Even for these 15 cobbles, we were only able to demonstrate that 7 have homogeneous intra-cobble HT components (Table S2). No such stably magnetized cobbles were identified from sites D111 and D112, while only 4 such cobbles were identified from the combined W025 and W026 site (Fig. S8). However, the significance of even these four samples is highly suspect: three are likely lightning-re magnetized (they have only a single magnetization component, have the strongest NRM intensities among samples at these sites, and a magnetic anomaly was observed near the W025 sampling site from magnetic compass field observations), while the HT component of the fourth is carried by hematite and so is likely secondary. With a single exception (cobble W025), almost all of the rest of the cobbles with non-hematite HT components from sites D111, D112, and W025/26 were completely demagnetized by 350 °C. These observed low unblocking temperatures are consistent with the dominance of pyrrhotite and goethite as indicated by our petrographic and rock magnetic data (Section 3). Note that we observed no systematic differences in cobble demagnetization with respect to cobble size, shape, sampling location, or core size.

Overall, these results are very different from those reported by Tarduno and Cottrell (2013), who reported highly stable, origin-trending characteristic high-temperature NRM components that unblocked from ~545 °C to 570–580 °C in 27 out of 28 cobbles and observed homogeneous NRM components within the 3 individual
cobbles that they subsampled. We also do not see any evidence of a shallow southeast overprint observed in 20% of the samples reported by Tarduno and Cottrell (2013) (Fig. S6).

5. Implications

We find that the main remanence carrier in the Jack Hills quartzitic sediments is the low blocking temperature mineral pyrrhotite and, to a lesser extent, goethite. Therefore, with a few exceptions, we are only able to assess the remagnetization history in the sediments up to temperatures of $\sim 330 ^\circ C$ (Table S3). Most of the remanence in the few sedimentary samples with higher NRM unblocking temperatures is carried by hematite, is oriented in the direction of the present local geomagnetic field, and is therefore likely of recent origin by oxidative weathering. On the other hand, the igneous rocks (monzogranite and dolerite) and several quartzitic samples contain abundant magnetite and record remagnetization up to unblocking temperatures of 580 $^\circ C$ (Table S3).

All three of our Erawandoo Hill pebble conglomerate tests failed, indicating complete remagnetization up to the maximum observed unblocking temperatures of 335–500 $^\circ C$ (Table S3). The mean remagnetization directions are close to that of a nearby 1078 Ma dolerite dyke and of the local geomagnetic field during the contemporaneous $\sim 1070$ Ma Warakurna LIP.

Furthermore, we found that clasts from the cobble conglomerates behave extremely unstably during laboratory demagnetization with unblocking temperatures almost exclusively $< 350 ^\circ C$, nonlinear demagnetization trends that often do not reach origin-trending directions, and nonunidirectional magnetization directions within single cobbles. Such inhomogeneous and low-stability NRM can be produced by fine-scale aqueous alteration, weathering, and viscous remagnetization and invalidates the use of a conglomerate test for these samples. Furthermore, given the low unblocking temperatures of the cobble NRM, if these rocks experienced the same 350 $^\circ C$–500 $^\circ C$ greenschist metamorphic event that affected the Erawandoo Hill rocks (Section 2), this would require that the cobbles’ NRM postdates deposition.

Our cobble conglomerate test results contrast starkly with those of Tarduno and Cottrell (2013), who argued that the magnetizations of their clasts are dominantly carried by magnetite and who reported stable, origin-trending components that unblocked between 540 and 600 $^\circ C$. The reasons for the great differences in ferromagnetic mineralogy and NRM between our two studies are unknown. It is conceivable that the two sample suites are simply lithologically distinct at the microscale (even though they appear similar at hand sample and outcrop scale). A second possibility is that the more stable NRM observed in Tarduno and Cottrell (2013)'s samples is the product of lightning-remagnetization. How-
ever, both of these explanation are somewhat unsatisfying because they would require that by improbably low chance our samples suites are very different: among our 35 cobbles, we only observe a single cobbles (D108g) with an NRM apparently partly carried by magnetite and three cobbles carrying highly stable NRM characteristic of lightning remagnetization, whereas all 28 of Tarduno and Cottrell (2013)’s cobbles have NRMs apparently dominated by magnetite. A third possibility is that our two sample suites have similar NRMs, but that subtle differences in laboratory methodology (i.e., sample contamination or alteration during heating) led to major differences in demagnetization behavior. Regardless, as discussed above, even if the positive conglomerate test of Tarduno and Cottrell (2013) is accepted, it would only confidently exclude remagnetization since 1.7 Ga (and possibly post-1.22 Ga), not since the Paleoproterozoic.

Our fold tests failed or were inconclusive, suggesting that the host rocks were likely remagnetized after the folding events. In particular, the site DJ97 rocks are remagnetized in the direction of the ~1.1 Ga Warakurna LIP up to blocking temperatures of 350 °C (Table S3). Associated with a local Warakurna dyke, all of our three baked contact tests were negative, with quartzite more than three dyke radii from the dyke center magnetized in the dyke’s direction up to blocking temperatures of at least 560–580 °C (Table S3). Furthermore, we have found that Erawando Hill pebble conglomerate samples from 0.2 km away, and even monzogranite up to at least 3 km away, are nearly completely magnetized in the dyke’s direction up to unblocking temperatures of 500 °C and 580 °C, respectively.

With the exception of poles from the mid-Proterozoic (~770 Ma), the dyke/Warakurna direction is distinct at >95% confidence from poles younger than 1070 Ma along Australia’s apparent polar wander path (Swanson-Hysell et al., 2012; Torsvik et al., 2012), indicating that the remagnetization process was likely complete soon after dyke emplacement and is unlikely to be the product of a subsequent event unrelated to dyke emplacement. However, the peak temperature expected for county rock experiencing a purely thermal diffusive pulse from the intrusion of such a small dyke is insufficient to remagnetize rocks at such distal sites. We propose two alternative possible scenarios to account for these observations.

A first possibility is that regional-scale heating and/or hydrothermal alteration was generated by the magmatic activity from the Warakurna LIP, which is thought to have extended over much of western Australia at this time as the near-surface manifestation of a >1500 km diameter hot mantle plume head (Wingate et al., 2004). Numerous other dykes attributed to the Warakurna event have been identified throughout the Jack Hills (Spaggiari et al., 2007; Spaggiari et al., 2007) and northwest Yilgarn craton (Wingate et al., 2004). The fact that the monzogranite and some quartzitic rocks contain a magnetite-bearing HT component magnetized in the Warakurna LIP direction up to unblocking temperatures of 580 °C would seem to imply a total thermoremanent magnetization (TRM)
overprint from heating to at least 580°C. However, such a high temperature appears to conflict with Ti-in-quartz and monzite–
 xenotime thermometry, which suggest peak metamorphic temperatures of ~346–487°C. An alternative is that metamorphic tempera-
tures from the Warakurna event were less than 580°C and the monzogranite appears completely remagnetized due to the pres-
ence of multidomain grains with distributed unblocking tempera-
tures approaching the magnetite Curie point (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). However, this would not readily explain the complete re-
magnetization of the small number of magnetite-bearing quartzitic rocks. A second alternative is that the Jack Hills was overprinted by a crystalization remanent magnetization (CRM) associated with aqueous alteration and metasomatism. In fact, it has been pro-
posed that the presence of numerous epigenetic mineral deposits (including sulfide ores) throughout the Warakurna LIP region re-
fects a giant hydrothermal system at 1070 Ma (Pirajno, 2004; Wingate et al., 2004). Dissolution and reprecipitation of pyrrhotite and other sulfides is a common consequence of metasomatic pro-
cesses in sediments (Hall, 1986), which could explain our observa-
tion that pyrrhotite is the dominant NRM carrier in our quartzite and conglomerate samples. In such a case, one cannot exclude the possibility that some inclusions armored within zircons might have escaped being aequously remagnetized. However, this aque-
ous remagnetization scenario cannot readily account for the re-
magnetization of the monzogranite, whose characteristic NRM is
dominated by magnetite.

A second scenario is that the local geomagnetic field direction at 2650 Ma was similar to that at 1070 Ma, such that intrusion of the monzogranite at the earlier time remagnetized much of the west-central Jack Hills in a direction coincidentally close to
that of the dyke. We cannot exclude this scenario because the apparent polar wander path of the Narryer terrane is poorly con-
strained prior to 2418 Ma (Schmidt, 2014; Smirnov et al., 2013; Veikkoilainen et al., 2014).

6. Conclusions

Our 12 field tests using 277 total subsamples from the area sur-
rrounding the Jack Hills Hadean-zircon bearing rocks at Erawando
Hill yielded either negative outcomes, indicating complete remag-
netization, or inconclusive results due to a lack of stable magneti-
ization. These results include the first conglomerate tests directly
on the Erawando Hill conglomerate. The bulk of the available evidence indicates that the Erawando Hill Hadean-zircon bear-
ing pebble conglomerates, although largely free of the effects of
lightning strikes, were pervasively remagnetized up to unblocking temperatures of at least 330°C, and some nearby quartzites up to
at least 580°C. The source of this remagnetization was likely em-
placement of the Warakurna LIP at 1070 Ma and/or the intrusion of
monzogranite at 2650 Ma.

It is unclear whether the remagnetization process that affected
the Jack Hills rocks was a TRM from heating or a CRM due to
aqueous alteration. In the case of a CRM, the peak 580°C unblock-
ing temperatures of the Warakurna/dyke direction in most of the
monzogranite samples and in selected quartzitic sediments may
imply total thermal remagnetization of magnetite-bearing zircons in these and nearby rocks. However, such temperatures appear to conflict with some mineral thermometry estimates and therefore
support at least some chemical remagnetization. In any case, even
if it could eventually be established that the zircons have not been
remagnetized completely since deposition at 2.65–3.05 Ga, the age
of their magnetization would remain unconstrained for the miss-
ing 0.35–1.45 billion year rock record following their crystallization
but predating the deposition of their host rocks.
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